R-Series Tracks
Over the Tire
Rubber Tracks

Loeingering
Work on Finished Surfaces Without Damage

Loegering’s Over the Tire Rubber Track is ideal for applications where skid steers need to work in adverse conditions while allowing operators to work on finished surfaces such as lawns and paved surfaces without damage. Since the tracks increase skid-steer performance in aggressive working conditions as well as finished surfaces, the tracks can be left on at all times. Just put them on, and go!

Multiple Compound Design

Loegering Over the Tire Tracks are made with multiple compounds within the track to maximize performance which means separate areas of the track have been engineered specifically for wear, flexibility, maximum bonding and traction. A compound in the sideplates prevents breaking. A different compound in the tread maximizes wear and another compound used inside the track increases the tire to track traction.

Guaranteed Performance

- Ideal for working in sandy conditions
- Perfect for landscaping
- Superior traction and floatation
- Less compaction and soil damage
- Low maintenance
- Quiet-running, smooth ride
- Steel cords prevent track from stretching